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Invariant Lagrangians on the bundle of linear frames
M smooth manifold, m = dimM.
pi : FM ! M the bundle of linear frames of M.
L Lagrangian function on J1(FM).
L is Diff(M)-invariant () LJ1(ϕ˜) = L, 8ϕ 2 Diff(M).
Natural lifts of ϕ:
ϕ˜ : FM ! FM,
J1(ϕ˜) : J1(FM)! J1(FM).
L is X(M)-invariant() X˜ (1) (L) = 0, 8X 2 X(M).
X˜ natural lift of a vector eld X 2 X(M) to FM,
X˜ (1) natural lift of X˜ to J1(FM) by innitesimal contact transformations.
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Basis of invariant Lagrangians
s = (X1, . . . ,Xm) linear frame with dual coframe (ω1, . . . ,ωm). We
consider:
Lijk : J1(FM)! R, j<k,
Lijk (j1x s) = ωi ([Xj ,Xk ])(x).
The functions Lijk are DiffM-invariant and functionally independent.
If dimM = m  3, the Lagrangians Lijk dene two types of non equivalent
variational problems according to i 2 fj , kg or i 2 fj , kg.
We only consider L112,L123, dimM = m  3.
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Euler-Lagrange equations
A linear frame s = (X1, . . . ,Xm) with dual coframe (ω1, . . . ,ωm) is an
extremal of L123 if and only if the following 3(m  2) equations hold:
0 = ω1([X3,Xi ]),
0 = ω1([X2,Xi ]),
0 = 2ω1([X1,X3]) +∑mh=4 ωh([Xh,X3]),
0 = 2ω1([X1,X2]) +∑mh=4 ωh([Xh,X2]),
0 = ω1([X2,X3]),
0 = ωi ([X2,X3]),
where 4  i  m.
For the Lagrangian L112 we obtain a similar result with 3(m  1) equations.
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Euler-Lagrange equations: Local expression
Coordinate domain (U; x i ) in M. Section: s = (X1, . . . ,Xm) with
Xj = f ij
∂
∂x i
, f ij 2 C∞(U).
Euler-Lagrange equations of L123:
f ka
∂f hi
∂xk
  f ki
∂f ha
∂xk

fh 1 = 0,
4  i  m,
a = 2, 3,
2

f k1
∂f ha
∂xk
  f ka
∂f h1
∂xk

fh 1 +
m
∑
b=4

f kb
∂f ha
∂xk
  f ka
∂f hb
∂xk

fh b = 0, a = 2, 3,

f k2
∂f h3
∂xk
  f k3
∂f h2
∂xk

f jh = 0, j 6= 2, 3.
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PDEs of extremals of L123
1 The morphism ϕ : J1(FM)! M R3(m 2) of bred manifolds over
M given by:
ϕi 3(j1x s)= ω1([X3,Xi ]x ),
ϕm 6+i (j1x s)= ω1([X2,Xi ]x ),
ϕ2m 5(j1x s)= 2ω1([X1,X3]x ) +∑
m
h=4 ω
h([Xh,X3]x ),
ϕ2m 4(j1x s)= 2ω1([X1,X2]x ) +∑
m
h=4 ω
h([Xh,X2]x ),
ϕ2m 3(j1x s)= ω1([X2,X3]x ),
ϕ2m 6+i (j1x s)= ωi ([X2,X3]x ),
where 4  i  m, is quasilinear.
2 The equations of the extremals of L123 are given by
R1 = ϕ 1(M  f0g).
3 ϕ is a submersion. Hence, R1 is a bred submanifold of J1(FM).
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Symbol of the PDEs system of extremals of L123
T = TM, T  = T M. FM open subbundle of mT .
σ : FM M (T  
 (mT ))  ! M R3(m 2),
σi 3(u,w
v)=(w
vi )((X3)x , (ω1)x ) (w
v3)((Xi )x , (ω1)x ),
σm 6+i (u,w
v)=(w
vi )((X2)x , (ω1)x ) (w
v2)((Xi )x , (ω1)x ),
σ2m 5(u,w
v)=2[(w
v3)((X1)x , (ω1)x ) (w
v1)((X3)x , (ω1)x )]
+
m
∑
b=4
[(w
v3)((Xb)x , (ωb)x ) (w
vb)((X3)x , (ωb)x )],
σ2m 4(u,w
v)=2[(w
v2)((X1)x , (ω1)x ) (w
v1)((X2)x , (ω1)x )]
+
m
∑
b=4
[(w
v2)((Xb)x , (ωb)x ) (w
vb)((X2)x , (ωb)x )],
σ2m 3(u,w
v)=(w
v3)((X2)x , (ω1)x ) (w
v2)((X3)x , (ω1)x ),
σ2m 6+i (u,w
v)=(w
v3)((X2)x , (ωi )x ) (w
v2)((X3)x , (ωi )x ),
where 4  i  m, w 2 T x and v 2 mTx .
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Cauchy-Kowaleska PDEs system
First-order PDEs system of the Cauchy-Kowaleska type:
∂uβ
∂xm
= Φβ

x i , uα,
∂uα
∂xh

,
1  i  m,
1  h  m  1,
α, β = 1 . . . n.
If Φβ 2 Cω on a neighbourhood of an analytic initial data then the
Cauchy problem has a unique analytic solution.
p : P ! M bred manifold, dimP = m+ n.
Let R1  J1P be a bred submanifold given by
F β(x i , y α, y αi ) = 0, 1  i  m, α, β = 1 . . . n.
M 0 = fx 2 M j xm = 0g. A x0 2 M 0 is non-characteristic of R1 if and
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GOAL
We extend the notion of a characteristic submanifold to the case of
underdetermined PDEs systems, that is, R1  J1P being a PDEs
system of codimension ν  n.
We show that every hypersurface is characteristic for the PDEs of the
extremals of L123.
This system is proved to be formally integrable.
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Characteristic submanifold for an arbitrary PDEs system
Denition
p : P ! M and R1  J1P be a PDEs system of codimension ν  n.
Let M 0 be a hypersurface of M and x0 2 M 0.
We consider
T 0x0M
0 = fw 2 T x0M j w(v) = 0, 8v 2 Tx0M 0g.
A point x0 2 M 0 is said to be non-characteristic of R1 if there exists
j1x0s 2 R1 such that
dim[ε(T 0x0M
0 
 Vs(x0) (p)) \ Tj1x0 sR
1] = n  ν,
Vs(x0) (p) is the p-vertical tangent space, and T
0
x0M
0 
 Vs(x0) (p) is
identied with a subspace of Vj1x0 s
 
p10

.
Recall
0! Vj1x0 s
 
p10
 ε! Tj1x0 s  J1P (p10 )! Ts(x0)(P)! 0.
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Characteristic submanifold for an arbitrary PDEs system
Local condition
Let (x i , y α) be a bred coordinate system for p such that in a
neighbourhood of x0 2 M 0 the hypersurface M 0 is dened by xm = 0.
In this case, T 0x0M
0 
 Vs(x0) (p) = hdxm 
 ∂/∂y α  ∂/∂y αmi.
The point x0 2 M 0 is non-characteristic of thr PDEs system R1 given by
F k (x i , y α, y αi ) = 0, 1  k  ν,
if and only if
rk
 
∂F k
∂y αm
(j1x0s)
k
α
!
= ν.
In that case, R1 is a generalized Cauchy-Kowaleska system.
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Characteristics for the PDEs of extremals of L123
For R1 = ϕ 1(M  f0g), M 0 = fx0 2 M j xm = 0g, we have:
dim[(T 0x0M
0 
 Vs(x0) (pi)) \ Tj1x0 sR
1] = m2   r ,
where
r = rk
0@ ∂ϕk
∂xam,b
(j1x0s)
!k=1...3(m 2)
a,b=1...m
1A < 3(m  2).
Theorem
Every hypersurface of M is characteristic for the PDEs system of the
extremals of L123.
Hence the Euler-Lagrange equations for L123 cannot be written in the
Cauchy-Kowaleska form, but they are formally integrable and consequently
the Cauchy problem admits a solution.
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Formal integrability (recall)
R. Bryant, S. S. Chern, R. Gardner, H. Goldschmidt, and P. Gri¢ ths,
Exterior di¤erential systems, Math. Sci. Res. Inst. Publ., Volume 18,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin and New York, 1991.
p : P ! M bred manifold. A PDEs system Rk  Jk (P) is formally
integrable if
pk+lk+l 1 : R
k+l  ! Rk+l 1
are surjective 8l  0, where Rk+l  Jk+l (P) is the l-prolongation of Rk .
Theorem (Goldschmidt)
If the following conditions are satised:
1 gk+1 = ker σ1 is a vector bundle over Rk ,
2 pkk 1 : R
k  ! Rk 1 is surjective,
3 there exists a quasi-regular basis for Tx for gk = ker σ at u 2 P,
then, the PDEs system Rk is formally integrable.
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First prolongation of the symbol
σ1 : J1(FM)M (S2T  
 (mT ))  ! T  
R3(m 2) = 3(m 2)T ,
(σ1)i 3(j1x s, [f ]2x 
 v) = (ω1(Yi )d(X3f ) ω1(Y3)d(Xi f ))(x),
(σ1)m 6+i (j1x s, [f ]2x 
 v) = (ω1(Yi )d(X2f ) ω1(Y2)d(Xi f ))(x),
(σ1)2m 5(j1x s, [f ]2x 
 v) = 2[ω1(Y3)d(X1f ) ω1(Y1)d(X3f )](x)
+∑mb=4[ωb(Y3)d(Xb f ) ωb(Yb)d(X3f )](x),
(σ1)2m 4(j1x s, [f ]2x 
 v) = 2[ω1(Y2)d(X1f ) ω1(Y1)d(X2f )](x)
+∑mb=4[ωb(Y2)d(Xb f ) ωb(Yb)d(X2f )](x),
(σ1)2m 3(j1x s, [f ]2x 
 v) = (ω1(Y3)d(X2f ) ω1(Y2)d(X3f ))(x),
(σ1)2m 6+i (j1x s, [f ]2x 
 v) = (ωi (Y3)d(X2f ) ωi (Y2)d(X3f ))(x),
for 4  i  m, [f ]2x 2 S2T and v = ((Y1)x , . . . , (Ym)x ).
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Curvature
Theorem
Let Ω denote the curvature of R1 = fj1x s 2 J1(FM) j ϕ(j1x s) = 0g; i.e.,
Ω : R1 ! (T  
 (M R3(m 2)))/ im σ1,
Ω(j1x s) = prol1(ϕ)(j
2
x s)mod im σ1
= j1x (ϕ  j1s)mod im σ1,
prol1(ϕ) : J2(FM)! J1(M R3(m 2)) being the rst prolongation of ϕ.
The curvature of the system R1 = ϕ 1(M  f0g) vanishes.
As p21(R
2) = fj1x s 2 R1 j Ω(j21 s) = 0g, then p21 : R2 ! R1 is surjective if
and only if the curvature vanishes.
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Quasi-regular basis
Let σ : FM M (T  
 (mTx ))  ! M R3(m 2) be the symbol of
ϕ : J1(FM)! M R3(m 2).
We set g1 = ker σ, g2 = ker σ1. gk ,u bre of gk over u 2 FM.
(t1, . . . , tm) basis of Tx , with dual basis (α1, . . . , αm).
T x ,(t1,...,tj ) =


αj+1, . . . , αm

.
The basis (t1, . . . , tm) of Tx is quasi-regular for g1 at u = s(x) if
dim g2,u = dim g1,u +
m 1
∑
j=1
dim(g1,u \ (T x ,(t1,...,tj ) 
 (mTx ))).
Theorem
For every u 2 FxM, there exists a quasi-regular basis of Tx for g1 at u.
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Integrability of the Euler-Lagrange equations
Theorem
Let ϕ : J1(FM)! M R3(m 2) be the quasi-linear morphism such that
R1 = ϕ 1(M  f0g) is the set of extremals of L123. Then,
1 g2 = ker σ1 is a vector bundle over R1 of constant rank.
2 The curvature of the system R1 vanishes.
3 There exists a quasi-regular basis for Tx for g1 = ker σ at u 2 FM.
The Euler-Lagrange equations of L123 are formally integrable.
Corollary
Given a point j1x0s0 2 R1, there exists a section s : U ! FM of class C∞
on a neighbourhood of x0 such that:
s is a solution to R1; i.e., j1x s 2 R1, 8x 2 U,
j1x0s = j
1
x0s0.
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Integrability of the Jacobi equations
Let S  Γ(M,FM) be the set of extremals of L123.
The Jacobi elds are
the solutions to the linearized Hamilton-Cartan equation; that is, a Jacobi
eld along an extremal s 2 S is a pi-vertical vector eld dened along s,
X 2 Γ(M, sV (pi)), satisfying the Jacobi equation
(j1s)(iY LX (1)dΘ) = 0, 8Y 2 X(J1(FM)).
Theorem
The Jacobi equations along an arbitrary extremal s : M ! FM of L123 are
formally integrable.
Hence, if M and s are of class Cω, then given a point j1x0ξ0 2 R1s there
exists a Jacobi eld Xξ dened along s on a neighbourhood of x0 such
that j1x0ξ = j
1
x0ξ0.
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Prolongations
There exists a quasi-linear morphism
prolr (ϕ) : J
1+r (FM)! J r (M R3(m 2)),
prolr (ϕ)(j
1+r
x s) = j
r
x (ϕ  j1s),
r -th prolongation of ϕ, whose symbol
σ(prolr (ϕ)) : J
r (FM)M (S1+rT  
 (mTx ))! J r (M R3(m 2))
is determined by the r -th prolongation of the symbol of ϕ, as
σ(prolr (ϕ))(j
r
x s, v) 2 S rT  
 (M R3(m 2)), 8j rx s 2 J r (FM). That is,
σ(prolr (ϕ)) = ε
0  σr
ε0 : S rT  
 (M R3(m 2))! J r (M R3(m 2)) being the natural
injection and
σr : J r (FM)M (S1+rT  
 (mTx ))! S rT  
 (M R3(m 2)).
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Quasi-regular basis
p : P  ! M, bred manifold.
Rk  Jk (P) PDEs system and σ symbol of Rk .
We set gk = ker σ, gk+1 = ker(σ1).
gk ,u bre of gk over u 2 P.
(t1, . . . , tm) basis of Tx , with dual basis (α1, . . . , αm).
SkT x ,(t1,...,tj ) =


αi1      αik , j + 1  i1     ik m

.
The basis (t1, . . . , tm) of Tx is quasi-regular for gk at u = s(x) if
dim gk+1,u = dim gk ,u +
m 1
∑
j=1
dim(gk ,u \ (SkT x ,(t1,...,tj ) 
 (mTx ))).
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